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Today’s Presenter

Deloitte & Touche LLP SAP / ArcSight Subject Matter Specialist

Glen has 18 years of consulting and auditing experience within the technology, 
risk and compliance domain. He is subject matter specialist in the domain of 
SAP Security, Compliance and Controls.  Most recently, Glen has lead a series 
of projects to integrate ArcSight with SAP. Glen is a licensed CPA in the state of 
Illinois

Glen Holland
Senior Manager
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Sap

Rules Of The Game Have Changed

MORE POINTS 
OF ENTRY

Everything is connected
Office is everywhere
Shared processes

THREATS, ATTACKS ARE 
MORE SOPHISTICATED

Coordinated, targeted
Perimeter is bypassed 
Fraud, theft, espionage, 
warfare

CORPORATE 
DISRUPTION

M&A, restructuring
Layoffs 
IT budget pressure

HIGHER LEVEL OF 
SCRUTINY

More regulations, 
legislation
Culture of 
accountability
No sector untouched

SAP Critical
Business

Assets
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Realized Loss Scenarios

CSO and 
VP Applications

Finance and 
Risk

Application
Security

Most  SAP Log files are 
turned off:  high overhead, 
manual effort to read, 
difficult to pinpoint when 
critical event is occurring

Disgruntled IT employee 
gained access to SAP 
production system and 
changed system 
configuration to 
significantly slow down 
transaction processing  

Outside contractor 
submitted a code change 
that inadvertently corrupted 
the SAP General Leger over 
a 2 day period. Journal 
transactions could not be 
posted
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Regulatory 
Drivers

Economic/ 
Business 
Drivers

More Complex 

More Costly

More Risky

Rising 
Stakeholder
Expectations

• Complete overhaul of regulatory environments
• Increased vigor in enforcement
• Varying demands by different counties
• Track record of high profile ”blow-ups” and fines
• Interpreting “what to” and “how to” comply  

• Industry specific recession impacts
• Global competitive landscape
• Recession driven changes in consumer behavior
• Oversupply of productive assets
• Volatility in in federal spending 

• Expectations that companies develop compliance 
programs that reflect management involvement, a 
preventive capability, a detective capability, and a 
remediation capability that protect value

• Growing focus to develop a consistent platform 
for managing regulatory compliance risks

Regulatory and Compliance Trends
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Current State

• Collection and analysis of risk data across SAP, network and legacy 
systems is manual and often not possible

• Compliance reporting only provides a snapshot and does not 
provide real-time proof of compliance

• Estimated that over 90% of SAP customers lack an effective 
application strategy to manage the their compliance and regulations 
requirements

• Existing SIEM clients may not have the ability to natively connect 
and monitor key SAP controls without complex integration projects

• Organizations may not have the ability to effective capture and 
disseminate actively across the network that would be indicators of 
major issues

Hard Cost Savings Mitigated RisksAvoided Cost
• Automate manual 

monitoring and testing

• Reduce compliance 
assessment and audit 
costs 

• Reduce manual and non-
key controls

• Block data leakage, 
protect IP

• Preserve intellectual 
capital

• Protect brand

• Strengthen reputation with 
regulatory agencies

• Minimize third party 
litigation

• Minimize regulatory fines

• Prevent breach of 
sensitive ERP information

• Allow breach and fraud 
investigation 

• Remediate network 
vulnerabilities

Future State Potential with SIEM  for SAP

SIEM in an SAP Environment: Solution Value
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Why is Security and Compliance So Hard?
Fragmented, Limited, Periodic

Network

Physical

Security Silos: every 
application has different 
tools, logs, infrastructure

Network Exposure: 
threats bypassing the 

perimeter

Multiple IDs: users 
have different IDs –
ID for every system Incomplete, 

Threats Not Detected:   
transactional data 

only

After-The-Fact: Collect logs 
only; no monitoring of 

activity;  reactive, not real-
time

Manual: SAP logs hard to 
read, huge volumes, 

costly IT burden
Application

O/S, Database
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Deliver SAP with a Broader View
Unified, Pro-Active, Multi-Layer Protection

Application

Network
Physical

Security Unification: single 
pane of glass for faster 

response and remediation

Multi-Layer Protection: 
identify threats not 

detected in SAP

Monitor Multiple IDs: account 
sharing, multi-system users,  

shared processes

See Everything: unify all 
layers – network, 

application, physical, 
database/file

Stop Threats, Faster: 
pro-active monitoring 
of activity within SAP

Reduce IT Burden: 
automate log burden 

across multiple 
applications 

O/S, Database

CSO and 
VP Applications Finance and 

Risk
Application

Security



Capability Overview
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ArcSight EnterpriseView for SAP Drill Down

SOC detects high threat score for Robert 
Jackson, with a notification that an 
investigation is required.

Advanced drill down visualizations can be used to help determine overall SAP risk status.  
Various dashboards are included in the solution pack to provide either a high level or detail 
view of user activity, violations or suspicious activity.

SAP Actor Threat Dashboards depict top 
high risk users being monitored and their 
overall threat and business risk score.
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ArcSight EnterpriseView for SAP Statistical Risk 
Analysis Model

Statistical 
Analysis Data 
Monitors 
detects 
anomalous 
SAP activity. 
This includes 
monitoring 
(and alarming) 
on 
transactional 
rate 
anomalies. For 
example, a 
user 
submitting 
higher sales 
transactions 
than expected.

ArcSight’s SAP Risk Analysis Model can be used to help determine statistical 
anomalies, outliers and other multi-dimensional patterns.
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ArcSight EnterpriseView for SAP Pattern 
Discovery

ArcSight’s SAP Pattern Discovery provides an ability to determine relationships, 
patterns and outlier (outside the context of a known pattern), and action can be 
taken based on the outcome of the pattern analysis. 

ArcSight’s SAP Pattern Discovery 
detects transactional activity 
outside of normal behavior.

Drill down provides further detail 
on the interaction between the 
high risk user and SAP.
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SAP Global Risk Dashboard – Top level
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Executive Risk and Compliance View



Use Case Capabilities
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Categories of Delivered Use Cases
Use Case Categories 

User event correlation across multiple systems
Usage of privileged accounts
High-risk transactions
Intellectual property protection
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Higher risk users (e.g., contractors,)
Operating system configuration maintenance
SAP Application configuration settings 
Direct program execution
Direct table maintenance
Remote interface functions
Batch job schedule 
Transport management system
User event correlation across multiple systems
Physical access correlation among sensitive users
Denial of service attempts 
Segregation of duties– field-level transaction inspection
Anomalous centralized emergency access usage
Unapproved changes in SAP security roles
Provisioning occurring outside of the GRC workflow

Use Case Defined:
Each use case focuses on 
describing how to achieve 
a goal or a task.  In the 
case of ArcSight / SAP 
monitoring area, that 
outcome helps support risk 
reduction and achievement 
of compliance objectives

Use Case Origin:  
The use cases are soured 
from a Deloitte-based 
library of SAP security 
risks and compliance 
issues.  The use cases 
capability has been 
enabled within the ArcSight 
EnterpriseView for SAP 
solution

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte & Touche LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see 
www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries.  
Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.

http://www.deloitte.com/us/about�
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Categories of Delivered Use Cases
Use Case Categories 

User event correlation across multiple systems
Usage of privileged accounts
High-risk transactions
Intellectual property protection
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Higher risk users (e.g., contractors,)
Operating system configuration maintenance
SAP Application configuration settings 
Direct program execution
Direct table maintenance
Remote interface functions
Batch job schedule 
Transport management system
User event correlation across multiple systems
Physical access correlation among sensitive users
Denial of service attempts 
Segregation of duties– field-level transaction inspection
Anomalous centralized emergency access usage
Unapproved changes in SAP security roles
Provisioning occurring outside of the GRC workflow

Next, we will take a 
closer look at the first  

two use cases

Use Case Defined:
Each use case focuses on 
describing how to achieve 
a goal or a task.  In the 
case of ArcSight / SAP 
monitoring area, that 
outcome helps support risk 
reduction and achievement 
of compliance objectives

Use Case Origin:  
The use cases are soured 
from a Deloitte-based 
library of SAP security 
risks and compliance 
issues.  The use cases 
capability has been 
enabled within the ArcSight  
EnterpriseView for SAP 
solution



User event correlation across 
multiple systems
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Example Ex-employee accessing SAP

Susan Smith from vendor management enters 
ACME corporation and finds a cubicle of John 
Green with an unlocked station. 
Ms. Smith, tries John Green's account locking 
the account.

Risk Use Case

ArcSight ESM detects an account lockout and 
adds the user and workstation to a watch list. 
Further activity using either the user account 
or workstation is automatically monitored and 
alarmed upon.

Solution

Solution has the ability to adaptively monitor 
risk profile based on ongoing activity and 
adjust correlation capability based on risk 
solution.

Benefit

Inability to infer and adapt to risk behavior.
Why it cannot be 
done with current 
technology

21
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Example Ex-employee accessing SAP

Transactional activity from 
watched workstation results in 
priority alarm condition.

22



Usage of privileged accounts
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Example SAP admin unlocks account using 
backdoor account

Sam Mitchell’s (smitchell) account got locked 
out. Mr. Mitchell unlocked his account using a 
backdoor account, bypassing normal user 
management procedures.

Risk Use Case

ArcSight ESM detects an account being locked 
out and unlocked from the same workstation.Solution

In this scenario the solution detected a 
backdoor account.  Backdoor, kill switches 
and logic bombs pose a high risk threat vector 
for organizations.

Benefit

Inability to infer and adapt to risk behavior
Why it cannot be 
done with current 
technology
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Example SAP admin unlocks account using 
backdoor account

25

User “smitchell” unlocked his own 
account using a backdoor account 
“ssanchez”



ArcSight SAP GRC Integration
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SAP GRC Leveraging ArcSight:  ArcSight can 
integrate with SAP GRC 10.0

ERP

eGRC

GRC – Access Risk

ArcSight

ArcSight can integrate with eGRC by:
• ArcSight can supply control effectiveness test results 

and issues to eGRC 
• Supply key risk indicator input to trigger risk analysis

ArcSight can integrate with Access Risk Management by:
• Inspecting actual transaction data at the filed level to 

determine if SoD access risks have actually been 
violated

• Monitoring centralized emergency access (aka fire 
fighter) for anomalous activity

• Monitoring for unapproved changes in SAP security 
roles

• Monitoring for SAP user provisioning occurring outside 
of the GRC workflow
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SAP GRC Leveraging ArcSight
ArcSight is not a replacement for GRC, rather a complementary solution

GRC – Access Risk 
Management ArcSight

Core GRC Capability: 
• Segregation of duties internal control
• User provisioning process
• Scheduled user access review
• Security role governance and change 

management
• Privileged user controls 

Core ArcSight Capability: 
• Segregation of duties transaction 

monitoring
• Event correlation among multiple 

inputs (e.g., SAP and Active Directory)
• Anomaly detection and pattern 

discovery
• Privileged user transaction monitoring
• Fraud detection



Questions
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business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This presentation is not a substitute for such 
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